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For years Israel denied allegations that it had a role in funding and weaponizing the anti-
Assad insurgency in Syria, and more often military officials responded “no comment” even
when confronted with overwhelming evidence of Israeli weapons documented in al-Qaeda
linked insurgents’ hands, but this all changed in a new British Sunday Times interview with
outgoing  Israeli  army  commander  Gadi  Eisenkot,  who  has  finally  confirmed  the  Israeli
Defense Forces (IDF) supplied weapons to rebels across the border “for self-defense,” and
further  perhaps  more  stunningly,  has  admitted  to  long  waging  an  “invisible  war  in
Syria” that involved “thousands of attacks”.

The interview constitutes the first  time that any current top Israeli  military or  government
official  has  fully  acknowledged sending  anything  beyond “humanitarian  supplies,”  such  as
medical aid to Syrian militants seeking to topple the Assad government; and yet it still
appears the country’s military chief is slow playing the confirmation, only acknowledging the
IDF provided “light weapons” — even after years of reporting has definitively uncovered an
expansive  Israeli  program to  arm dozens  of  insurgent  groups  and  pay  their  salaries,
includingknown affiliates of al-Qaeda in Syria.

This comes after the Syrian government has for years accused Israel of partnering with the
west and gulf countries, such as the US, UK, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Turkey of funding and
weaponizing an al-Qaeda/ISIS insurgency as part of covert regime change operations aimed
at Damascus and its allies Iran and Hezbollah. Since then, countries like Qatar have come
forward to reveal just how vast their covert role in fueling the Syrian war really was, which
we covered in our story, In Shocking, Viral Interview, Qatar Confesses Secrets Behind Syrian
War.

The Sunday Times relates a key confession that comes out of  Lt.-Gen Gadi  Eisenkot’s
explosive interview as follows:

Eisenkot  acknowledged  for  the  first  time,  however,  that  Israel  had  supplied
rebel  groups  in  the  border  area  with  light  weapons  “for  self-defence”.

Israel was a hidden player on a crowded Syrian battlefield.

Eisenkot positively boasted in the interview that “We operated in an area controlled by the
Russians, sometimes attacking targets a kilometre or two from Russian positions,” in order
to strike at Iranian assets in Syria.
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The rare “confession” of sorts comes at a moment the White House says it’s moving forward
on President Trump’s previously announced US troop pullout from Syria, something which
has rattled Israel’s leadership, which has argued that Iran will become entrenched near
Israel’s border as a result. Eisenkot’s words appear a warning to Iran that Tel Aviv aims to
maintain operational capability inside Syria.

On this point the IDF chief admitted to “thousands” of attacks inside Syria:

“We  carried  out  thousands  of  attacks  [in  recent  years]  without  taking
responsibility and without asking for credit,” he told the Sunday Times.

Given that  prior  military officials  have typically  put  this  number at  “hundreds”,  often from
200 to 400, this is an astounding admission that confirms Israel and Syria have been in a de
facto state of open war since the first acknowledged Israeli airstrikes began in 2013.

Commenting on a prior report, The Times of Israel,  summarized the timeline of Israel’s
support to the anti-Assad insurgency as follows:

Foreign Policy said that Israel’s support for the rebel groups began in 2013,
funding groups in places such as Quneitra and Daraa. It ended this summer as
the regime’s forces advanced and made increasing gains in southern Syria
against rebels. Syrian President Bashar Assad’s troops regained control of the
border area in July.

The Syrian army said in 2013 that it had seized Israeli weapons in rebel hands.

The report said Israel sent the rebel groups weapons that included assault
rifles, machine guns, mortar launchers, and vehicles. It initially sent the rebels
US-made M16 rifles that would not identify Jerusalem as the source, and later
began supplying  guns  and  ammo from an  Iranian  shipment  to  Lebanon’s
Hezbollah group that Israel captured in 2009, according to Foreign Policy.

But a number of analysts have suggested Israeli  support to the opposition began even
closer to the start of the conflict.

A  prior  Wall  Street  Journal  investigation  found that  this  relationship  involved weapons
transfers,  salary  payments  to  anti-Assad  fighters,  and  treatment  of  wounded  jihadists
in Israeli hospitals, the latter which was widely promoted in photo ops picturing Netanyahu
himself  greeting  militants.  As  even  former  Acting  Director  of  the  CIA  Michael  Morell
once directly told the Israeli public, Israel’s “dangerous game” in Syria consists in getting in
bed with al-Qaeda in order to fight Shia Iran. 
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Prior widely shared photo of Israeli soldiers speaking face to face with al-Qaeda fighters near the Israeli
occupied Golan heights in Syria.

In recent years, multiple current and former Israeli defense officials have gone so far as to
say  that  ISIS  is  ultimately  preferable  to  Iran  and  Assad.  For  example,  former  Israeli
Ambassador to the US Michael Oren in 2014 surprised the audience at Colorado’s Aspen
Ideas Festival when he said in comments related to ISIS that,

“the lesser evil is the Sunnis over the Shias.” Oren, while articulating Israeli
defense policy, fully acknowledged he thought ISIS was “the lesser evil.”

Likewise, for Netanyahu and other Israeli officials the chief concern was never the black clad
death  cult  which  filmed  itself  beheading  Americans  and  burning  people  alive,  but  the
possibility of, in the words of Henry Kissinger, “a Shia and pro-Iran territorial belt reaching
from Tehran to Beirut” and establishment of “an Iranian radical empire.”

What  is  clear,  and  now  finally  settled  for  the  historical  record,  is  that  for  years  Israeli
concealed its “hidden hand” in the proxy war while feigning merely “humanitarian aid” —
something now fully  admitted  by  Israel’s  top  military  commander.  In  other  words  the
humanitarian smokescreen was cover for a full-on covert war on Damascus, as we and many
other  independent  outlets  have reported many times,  and for  years.  Yet  another  past
“conspiracy theory” becomes today’s incontrovertible fact.
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